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Abstract

Metastable helium molecules produced in electron bombarded helium nanodroplets subsequently are detached by
infrared radiation. Electron emission when the detached metastable molecules strike surrounding surfaces permits
highly sensitive detection of the absorption spectrum. Recent experiments utilize a new tunable infrared laser
source and permit much higher resolution measurements than previously obtained. The rotational structure is
clearly resolved and sharply structured as a result of the molecule-surface interaction.
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1. Introduction

Helium nanodroplets provide a fascinating op-
portunity to study superfluid behavior in a sys-
tem so small that conventional operational def-
initions of superfluidity do not apply. To inves-
tigate these highly inert droplets it is normally
necessary to attach a microscopic probe of some
sort. In this case, one must first learn about the
structure and dynamics of the probe itself before
using it to study the intrinsic properties of the
droplet. Recent spectroscopic studies utilizing cap-
tured impurities have been particularly illuminat-
ing in this respect [1]. Our work over the past sev-
eral years has utilized as probe particles the var-
ious products produced in nanodroplets by elec-
tron bombardment [2,3]. Work in this area was pi-
oneered by Gspann [4], who noted that in addi-
tion to charged droplets, metastably excited neu-
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tral droplets exist and play an important role. He
identified these neutral excitations as triplet he-
lium molecules (a3Σ+

u ), a long lived species which
had already been observed in bulk helium. In this
report, we will describe our recent high resolution
spectroscopic studies of this molecule while it is
attached to a helium nanodroplet.

2. Experiment

A beam of helium nanodroplets is formed by ex-
panding high pressure (20 bar), low temperature
(7.5 K), helium gas through a 5 µm nozzle into a
moderate vacuum. The characteristic size of the
droplets formed under these conditions is ∼ 106

atoms. The beam next passes through a skimmer
into a high vacuum region where it is bombarded
by ∼ 30 eV electrons. Charged products are swept
out of the beam by strong electric fields while the
neutral component containing any metastably ex-
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R(17), free molecular energy 10,898.47 cm−1

P(17), free molecular energy 10,442.28 cm−1

Fig. 1. P(17) and R(17). Energy zero is taken to be the
energy of the corresponding free molecular transitions.

cited droplets continues on and after ∼ 4 ms enters
the detector region. Here the beam is crossed by
an IR beam above a channel electron multiplier.
Light covering the 910-970 nm range is supplied by
an external cavity tunable diode laser. The final
result of absorption of a photon by a metastable
molecule is to detach it from the droplet. When
metastable molecules become detached, they are
detected, either when they enter the multiplier di-
rectly or, more often, when they release an elec-
tron upon striking a metal surface surrounding the
beam. Thus we have ”molecular detachment spec-
troscopy” [3].

3. Results and Discussion

We have studied the rotational lines correspond-
ing to the (0-0) c3Σ+

g ← a3Σ+
u molecular electronic

transition. The full spectrum has been presented
elsewhere [3]. Here we show two typical high rota-
tional state transitions in Figure 1. The zero of the
energy scale is the measured position of the corre-
sponding free molecular transition [5]. There is a
sharp, asymmetrical peak shifted about 2.6 cm−1

to the blue, together with liquid induced structure
extending over ∼ 20 cm−1. The structure is evi-
dence that the molecule is indeed attached to the
droplet and the very small peak shift is evidence
that it resides on the surface. A second observation
is that the rotational state distribution is highly
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Fig. 2. Relative intensity of peaks vs. initial N states.

non-thermal. This is indicated in Figure 2, where
we plot the amplitudes of the peaks versus the rota-
tional quantum number in the initial state. There
is a group of high rotational states present, peaked
at N = 17, together with the lowest (N = 1) state,
but nothing in between. The high N group also has
been seen in various experiments in low tempera-
ture helium gas [6,7], always peaked at N = 17. A
more detailed quantitative discussion of these ef-
fects will be left to future communications.
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